PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Empowering a Healthy Culture
By Ann Scott Blouin
Boards need to assess troubled areas in their organizations, set goals for improving the culture, and hold leaders accountable for change.

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Accelerating Progress through Leadership Integration
By Patrick T. Ryan and James Merlino
Sustainable change requires a strategy to align improvement efforts and act on the interdependencies of four performance domains.

PRACTICAL GOVERNANCE
Engaging Boards in Disruptive Innovation
By Anne Allen and Will A. Remmers
Hospital and system leaders must understand the threats posed by market disruption and craft specific strategies to protect their missions.

HEALTH CARE VALUE
Understanding the True Cost of Clinical Technology
By Anthony Montagnolo
Hint: It’s not really about the price.

ON-DEMAND WEBINAR
A New Model for Health Care Governance
By Jamie Orlikoff
As pressures mount for changes to the current model of governance, health care boards should consider implementing strategies for a transition to new models.

TRUSTEE EDUCATION CALENDAR
AHA Rural Health Care Leadership Conference
Feb. 3 – 6, Phoenix, AZ
The AHA’s 32nd Annual Rural Health Care Leadership Conference features extensive educational programming to connect the work of governing boards to the challenges of transforming the rural health care delivery system.